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Shielding, coincidence, and time-of-flight measurement techniques are employed to tag fast neutrons
emitted from an 241Am/9Be source resulting in a continuous polychromatic energy-tagged beam of
neutrons with energies up to 7 MeV. The measured energy structure of the beam agrees qualitatively
with both previous measurements and theoretical calculations.
& 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).1. Introduction
Fast neutrons are important probes of matter and diagnostic
tools (Walker, 1982; United States Committee on Army Science and
Technology for Homeland Defense, 2003; http://www.pos.sissa.it/
cgi-bin/reader/conf.cgi?confid¼25; http://www.hep.lu.se/staff/chris-
tiansen/proceeding.pdf; http://www.iopscience.iop.org/1748-0221/
focus/extra.proc19; Chandra et al., 2010, 2012; Lyons and Plisga,
2011; Peerani et al., 2012; http://www.plone.esss.lu.se/; Islam and
Khan, 2013; Lewis et al., 2013, 2014; Tomanin et al., 2014). Sources ofr Ltd. This is an open access article
cs, Lund University, SE-221 00
issum).
G12 8QQ, Scotland, UK.fast neutrons for controlled irradiations include nuclear reactors,
particle accelerators, and radioactive sources. Drawbacks associated
with nuclear reactors and particle accelerators include their acces-
sibility and availability, as well as the very high cost per neutron. In
contrast, radioactive sources provide neutrons with a substantially
lower cost per neutron. Drawbacks associated with radioactive
sources include the complex mixed field of radioactive decay pro-
ducts which complicate the experimental situation. As a first step
towards developing a source-based fast-neutron irradiation facility,
we have employed well-understood shielding, coincidence, and
time-of-flight (TOF) measurement techniques to attenuate and sub-
sequently unfold the mixed decay-product radiation field provided
by an 241Am/9Be (hereafter referred to as Am/Be) source, resulting in
a polychromatic energy-tagged neutron beam.under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
Fig. 1. The Am/Be source (figure from https://www.hightechsource.co.uk/). Di-
mensions in mm. The yellow shaded volume at the central core of the capsule
corresponds to the Am/Be. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 2. Photograph of a YAP detector. A 1 in (diameter) 1 in (height) crystal has
been mounted on a 1 in (diameter) 10 cm (length) PMT.
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2.1. Am/Be source
The heart of the irradiation facility consists of a (nominal)
18.5 GBq Am/Be radioactive source (https://www.hightechsource.
co.uk/). This source is a mixture of americium oxide and beryllium
metal contained in an X.3 capsule2 (see Fig. 1).
Radioactive 241Am has a half-life of 432.2 years and decays via
α emission (five different energies averaging 5.5 MeV∼ ) to 237Np.
The dominant energy of the resulting background gamma-rays
from the decay of the intermediate excited states in 237Np is
60 keV∼ . 237Np has a half-life of over 2 million years. 9Be is stable.
Fast neutrons are produced when the decay α particles interact
with 9Be. Depending on the interaction and its kinematics, 12C and
a free neutron may be produced. The resulting free-neutron dis-
tribution has a maximum value of about 11 MeV and a sub-
structure of peaks whose energies and relative intensities vary
depending upon the properties of the Am/Be source containment
capsule and the size of the 241AmO2 and Be particles in the pow-
ders employed – see the detailed discussion presented in Lorch
(1973). In general, approximately 25%∼ of the neutrons emitted
have an energy of less than 1 MeV∼ with a mean energy of
400 keV∼ (https://www.hightechsource.co.uk/). The average fast-
neutron energy is 4.5 MeV∼ . Both the gamma-ray and neutron
dose rates at a distance of 1 m from our unshielded source in the
X.3 capsule were measured to be 11 Sv/hμ , for a total unshielded
dose rate of 22 Sv/hμ . The unshielded source has been in-
dependently determined to emit (1.10670.015) 106 neutrons
per second nearly isotropically (National Physical Laboratory,
2012).
The kinematics and the reaction cross section for the 9Be(α, n)
interaction determine the state of the recoiling 12C nucleus pro-
duced in the reaction. The calculations of Vijaya and Kumar (1973)
(for example) suggest that the relative populations of the ground/
first/second excited states for the recoiling 12C nucleus are
35%/ 55%/ 15%∼ ∼ ∼ . If the recoiling 12C nucleus is left in its first
excited state, it will promptly decay to the ground state via the
isotropic emission of a 4.44 MeV gamma-ray. Mowlavi and Koohi-
Fayegh (2004) as well as Liu et al. (2007) have measured R, the
4.44 MeV γ-ray to neutron ratio for Am/Be, to be approximately
0.58. Again, this is seemingly dependent upon the Am/Be capsule
in question. Regardless, almost 60% of the neutrons emitted by an
Am/Be source are accompanied by a prompt, time-correlated
4.44 MeV γ-ray. We exploit this property of the source to de-
termine neutron TOF and thus kinetic energy by measuring the
elapsed time between the detection of the 4.44 MeV γ-rays and
the detection of the fast neutrons. Note that by employing this
technique, we necessarily restrict our available “tagged” neutron
energies to a maximum value of 7 MeV∼ as 4.44 MeV of the re-
action Q-value are “lost” to the de-excitation gamma-ray.
2.2. YAP:Ce 4.44 MeV gamma-ray trigger detectors
The 2 YAP:Ce3 fast ( 5 ns∼ risetime) gamma-ray trigger detec-
tors (hereafter referred to as YAPs) were provided by Scionix
(http://www.scionix.nl). A detector (see Fig. 2) consisted of a cy-
lindrical 1 in (diameter) 1 in (height) YAP crystal (Moszyński
et al., 1998) coupled to a 1 in Hamamatsu Type R1924 photo-
multiplier tube (PMT) (http://www.hamamatsu.com) operated at
about 800 V. Gains for the YAP detectors were set using a YAP2 An X.3 capsule is a tig-welded, double-layered, stainless-steel cylinder ap-
proximately 30 mm (height) 22 mm (diameter).
3 YAP:Ce stands for yttrium aluminum perovskite:cerium (YAlO3, Ceþ doped).event trigger and standard gamma-ray sources. Typical energy
resolution obtained for the 662 keV peak of 137Cs using such a
detector was about 10%. YAP:Ce is radiation hard and quite in-
sensitive to neutrons of all energies, which makes it ideal for de-
tecting gamma-rays within the large fast-neutron field of the Am/
Be source. We stress that because of their small volume, the YAP
detectors were not used for spectroscopy, but simply to trigger on
any portion of the energy deposited by the 4.44 MeV gamma-rays
emitted by the source. A 3 mm thick Pb sleeve placed around the
source (see Section 2.4) to attenuate the high intensity 60 keV
gamma-ray field and a 350 keVee discriminator threshold proved
to be an effective combination for the YAP detection of these
4.44 MeV gamma-rays.
2.3. NE-213 fast-neutron and gamma-ray liquid-scintillator detector
The NE-213 fast-neutron and gamma-ray detector employed in
this work is shown in Fig. 3. A 3 mm thick cylindrical aluminum
cell with a depth of 62 mm and a diameter of 94 mm housed the
NE-213. The inside of the cell was treated with xylene-solvent
withstanding EJ-520 (http://www.eljentechnology.com/index.php/
products/paints/87-ej-520) titanium dioxide reflective paint. The
cell was sealed with a 5 mm thick borosilicate glass plate (http://
Fig. 3. CAD drawing of the NE-213 detector. Top panel: the detector. The large black
cylinder to the right is the magnetically shielded 3 in ET Enterprises 9821KB
photomultiplier-tube assembly. The small gray cylinder to the left contains the NE-
213. Bottom panel: an enlargement of the small gray cylinder “cup”. The screws on
top allow for the filling or draining of the liquid cylinder. A borosilicate-glass
window (light brown) serves as the optical boundary. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
Fig. 4. A simplified overview of the experimental setup (not to scale). The Am/Be
source, the Pb sleeve, a single YAP detector, and a NE-213 detector are all shown
together with a block electronics diagram.
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Araldite 2000þ glue, which is highly resistant to both tempera-
ture and chemicals. The penetrations into the cell were closed
with M-8 threaded aluminum plugs with 20 mm diameter heads
and sealed with 14 mm diameter Viton O-rings. The assembled cell
was filled with the nitrogen-flushed NE-213 using a nitrogen gas-
transfer system.
After the cell was filled, the borosilicate glass window was
coupled to a cylindrical PMMA UVT lightguide with a height of
57 mm and a diameter of 72.5 mm. The lightguide wall was
painted with water-soluble EJ-510 (http://www.eljentechnology.
com/index.php/products/paints/86-ej-510) reflective paint. The
lightguide was then pressure-coupled to a spring-loaded, magne-
tically shielded 3 in ET Enterprises 9821KB PMT assembly (www.
et-enterprises.com/files/file/Pmtbrochure11.pdf) operated at about
2000 V. In order to ensure the reproducibility of the behavior of
the detector over an extended period of time rather than max-
imize light transmission, optical grease was not used in the as-
sembly. Gain for the NE-213 detector was set using an NE-213
detector event trigger and a set of standard gamma-ray sources
together with the prescription of Knox and Miller (1972).
2.4. Configuration
A block diagram of the experiment configuration is shown in
Fig. 4. The Am/Be source was placed so that its cylindrical-sym-
metry axis corresponded to the vertical direction in the lab at the
center of a 3 mm thick cylindrical Pb sleeve (with the same or-
ientation) to attenuate the 60 keV gamma-rays associated with the
decay of 241Am.4 A YAP detector was placed with its crystal ap-
proximately 5 cm from the Am/Be source at source height. The
crystal orientation was such that its cylindrical symmetry axis also4 The half-value layer for Pb for 60 keV gamma-rays is 1 mm< .corresponded to the vertical direction in the lab. This detector
triggered overwhelmingly on the 4.44 MeV gamma-rays radiating
from the source which came from the decay of the first excited
state of 12C. A NE-213 detector was placed approximately 68 cm
from the Am/Be source at source height. The cylindrical symmetry
axis of the NE-213 detector pointed directly at the center of the
source. This detector triggered on both 4.44 MeV gamma-rays and
fast neutrons coming from the source, as well as cosmic rays and
room background.52.5. Electronics and data acquisition
The analog signals from the YAP trigger detector and the NE-
213 detector were passed to LRS 2249A and 2249W CAMAC
charge-to-digital converters (QDCs) and PS 715 NIM constant-
fraction (timing) discriminators. The resulting logic signals from
the discriminators were passed to LRS 2228A CAMAC time-to-di-
gital converters (TDCs) and LRS 4434 scalers. These signals were
recorded on an event-by-event basis for offline processing using a
LINUX PC-based data-acquisition (DAQ) system exploiting the
ROOT (Brun and Rademakers, 1997) data-analysis framework.
Connections to VME and CAMAC crates were respectively fa-
cilitated by a SBS 616 PCI-VME bus adapter and a CES 8210 CAMAC
branch driver. In YAP calibration mode, signals from a YAP detector
were periodically employed to trigger the DAQ and thus monitor
the gains of the YAP detectors. In TOF mode, signals from the NE-
213 detector were used to trigger the DAQ so that the gain of the
NE-213 detector was continuously monitored. The NE-213 detector
QDCs included a 60 ns short-gated (SG) QDC and a 500 ns long-
gated (LG) QDC, both of which opened 25 ns before the analog
pulse arrived. The NE-213 detector also provided the start trigger
for the TOF TDC. The YAP trigger provided the stop trigger for the
TOF TDC. By triggering our data-acquisition system on the NE-213
detector, we avoided unnecessary deadtime processing events
seen only by the YAPs. Two particular source-related occurrences
were of special interest: (1) a fast neutron detected in the NE-213
detector starting the TOF TDC with the corresponding 4.44 MeV
gamma-ray detected in the YAP detector stopping it; and
(2) prompt, time-correlated gamma-ray pairs emitted from the
source being detected in coincidence in the NE-213 and YAP de-
tectors (see below).5 Room background consisted primarily of 2.23 MeV gamma-rays associated
with neutron capture on the hydrogen in the water and paraffin used as general
radiation shielding about the source.
Fig. 5. A contour plot of pulse shape (PS) versus total energy deposited in the LG QDC (L) for correlated fast-neutron/gamma-ray events in the NE-213 detector. The upper
distribution corresponds to neutrons while the lower band corresponds to gamma-rays.
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Fig. 5 shows a contour plot of the energy deposited in the NE-213
detector as a function of “pulse shape” (PS, see below) versus “L” (the
energy deposited in the LG QDC). PS was calculated using the “tail-
to-total”method (Jhingan et al., 2008; Lavagno et al., 2010; Paweczak
et al., 2013); namely, the difference in the energies registered by the
LG and SG QDCs was normalized to the energy registered by the LG
QDC. As the NE-213 scintillator responded differently6 to gamma-ray
and fast-neutron events, the two distinct distributions appeared in
the PS versus L contour plot. Particle identification (PID) based solely
upon the pulse-shape discrimination (PSD) characteristics of the NE-
213 detector was good, although some overlap between the dis-
tributions existed in the vicinity of PS 0.2∼ .
Fig. 6 presents the time-of-flight distribution of the data shown
in Fig. 5. No software cut on L was applied in mapping the data
from Figs. 5 and 6. The hardware threshold was 250 keVee. The top
panel shows a contour plot of PS versus time-of-flight. Time-of-
flight based PID is clearly excellent. The bottom panel shows the
projection of events from the top panel onto the time-of-flight axis
subject to a PS ¼ 0.19 cut to separate neutrons from gamma-rays.
The sharp (blue) unshaded peak centered at about 2 ns is known
as the “γ-flash”.7 The gamma-flash corresponds to a pair of
prompt, time-correlated gamma-rays produced in the source
which triggered both the NE-213 detector and the YAP detector.
The 1.8 ns∼ FWHM of the gamma-flash is consistent with the
timing jitter on our PMT signals. The tail of events to the right of
the gamma-flash corresponds to non-prompt gamma-rays8 and
randoms (see below). The broad (red) shaded peak centered at
about 25 ns corresponds to time-correlated 4.44 MeV gamma-ray/
fast-neutron pairs where the fast neutron triggered the NE-213
detector while the 4.44 MeV gamma-ray triggered the YAP de-
tector. A neutron with time-of-flight measured in this manner has
been tagged. The very low level of background consists of ran-
doms. Random events arose when the NE-213 detector started the
time-of-flight measurement, but no correlated stop was received
from the YAP. Typical random events included cosmic rays, room
background, Am/Be neutrons not correlated with a 4.44 MeV
gamma-ray, and Am/Be neutrons where the 4.44 MeV gamma-ray
was missed due to YAP inefficiency or geometry.
Fig. 7 shows our tagged-neutron results together with previous
results, the ISO 8529-2 reference neutron radiation spectrum for
Am/Be,9 and theoretical calculations. Our data represent yield –
they have not been corrected for neutron-detection efficiency or6 In the liquid scintillator NE-213, gamma-ray scintillations are fast while
neutron-associated scintillations have pronounced slow components. Analysis of
the time structure of the scintillation components leads to particle identification
(PID) and is known as pulse-shape discrimination (PSD).
7 The instant of the production in the source of the correlated pair of events
which produce the time-of-flight data is known as “T0” and is located at a time-of-
flight of 0 ns.
8 A non-prompt gamma-ray can result from inelastic neutron scattering.
9 While we employ the reference spectrum in our discussion of results, the
interested reader may refer to Marsh et al. (1995) and Chen et al. (2014).detector acceptance. In all three panels, the maximum values of
the spectra at 3 MeV∼ have been normalized to our distribution.
The reference neutron radiation spectrum is shown in the top
panel together with the full-energy neutron spectrum of Lorch
(1973) which is widely quoted in conjunction with work with Am/
Be sources. Agreement between the Lorch data and the reference
spectrum is very good between 2.5 MeV and 10 MeV. The re-
ference spectrum shows some strength above 10 MeV which Lorch
did not observe. Our data show no strength above 7 MeV∼ due to
the neutron-tagging procedure – 4.44 MeV potentially available to
the neutron are “lost” to the creation of the de-excitation gamma-
ray. This is neither an acceptance nor an efficiency effect, it is
purely energetics. The reference spectrum shows considerable
strength below 2.5 MeV. Our data also show some strength in this
region. The Lorch data do not. The sharp cutoff at about 2.5 MeV in
the Lorch data is not directly discussed in the reference, but based
upon its appearance in spectra from several different sources all
measured with the same apparatus, we attribute it to an analysis
threshold cut as it lies well above their quoted neutron-detector
threshold of 1 MeV. Our hardware threshold was 250 keVee cor-
responding to a neutron energy of ∼1.3 MeV, and no analysis
threshold cut was employed. The agreement between our data,
those of Lorch, and the reference spectrum between 2.5 and 5 MeV
(in the region of overlap) is excellent. The method of tagging the
4.44 MeV de-excitation gamma-ray and a comparable Am/Be
source10 were employed by Geiger and Hargrove (1964) in ob-
taining the results shown in the middle panel. Both the neutrons
and the gamma-rays from their source were detected in Naton 136
plastic scintillators. Agreement with our results is very good. We
attribute the small difference in the strengths observed in the two
measurements to neutron-detection efficiency and acceptance
effects which we do not consider. We attribute the relative
broadening of their measured neutron distribution with respect to
ours to their quoted poorer than 12% energy resolution for neutron
detection, which based on the numbers quoted in their manu-
script, we gather was calculated at 2 MeV. At 2 MeV, based upon
our gamma-flash FWHM of 1.8 ns, time-of-flight path length of
0.675 m, and detector half-depth of 3.1 cm, our energy resolution
was 11%. At 4 MeV, our energy resolution was 19%. The three in-
dependent theoretical calculations of the tagged-neutron yield
shown in the bottom panel come from Vijaya and Kumar (1973),
Van der Zwan (1968), and De Guarrini and Malaroda (1971). The
details of these calculations are beyond the scope of this paper, but
clearly all three are in reasonable agreement both with each other
as well as our results. We conclude we are tagging neutrons.4. Summary
We have employed shielding, coincidence, and time-of-flight
measurement techniques to tag fast neutrons emitted from an Am/10 Their source capsule was slightly smaller and emitted about 50% more
neutrons per second.
Fig. 6. Time-of-flight distributions. The top panel shows a contour plot of PS versus time-of-flight (ToF). The bottom panel shows the projection of events from the top panel
onto the time-of-flight axis. Events identified as gamma-rays in Fig. 5 (the γ-flash) are presented in the sharp (blue) unshaded histogram, while events identified as neutrons
are presented in the (red) shaded histogram. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 7. Our results (the gray shaded histogram) and comparisons. Top panel: the full-energy neutron spectrum (red line) of Lorch (1973) and the ISO 8529-2 reference
neutron radiation spectrum for Am/Be (blue open histogram). Middle panel: tagged-neutron results obtained by Geiger and Hargrove (1964) (red line). Bottom panel:
theoretical calculations of the tagged-neutron spectrum. The solid black line represents the calculation of Vijaya and Kumar (1973), the red dashed line represents the
calculation of Van der Zwan (1968), and the blue dot-dashed line represents the calculation of De Guarrini and Malaroda (1971). (For interpretation of the references to color
in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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neutron irradiation facility. The resulting continuous polychro-
matic energy-tagged neutron beam has a measured energy
structure that agrees qualitatively with both previous measure-
ments and theoretical calculations. We conclude that our approach
works as expected, and anticipate that it can provide a cost-ef-
fective means for detector characterization and tests of shielding.
We note that this technique will work equally well for all Be-
compound neutron sources.Acknowledgments
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